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Introduction
Long Term Care: care for people needing daily living support (for
activities such as bathing, dressing, eating, getting in and out of bed,
toileting, and continence) over a prolonged period of time.
So-called “LTC insurance puzzle”: why do we see so little (private)
LTC insurance? Compare with health insurance...
Many reasons: Demand side (informal help by family, lack of knowledge
of products,...), Supply side (crowding out of public programs, adverse
selection,...). See TSE Note n 3 (2009)
Here: focus on behavioral aspects:
–Misperceptions of LTC risks,
–State-Dependent Preferences
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I. Misperception of LTC risks
Simple idea: if agents under-estimate their risk, this decreases their
willingness to pay for LTC insurance.
Results based on two papers:
Boyer M., De Donder Ph., Fluet C., Leroux M.-L. and P.-C. Michaud,
“Long Term Care Risk Misperceptions”, The Geneva Papers on Risk
and Insurance –Issues and Practice, 2019, 44 (2), 183-215.
Boyer M., De Donder Ph., Fluet C., Leroux M.-L. and P.-C. Michaud,
“Long-term Care Insurance : Information Frictions and Selection”,
American Economic Journal: Economic Policy, 2020, 12(3), 134-69.
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Two risk dimensions: longevity & disability at old age
There is evidence of misperceptions of longevity (under-estimation of
survival probability at 70, but over-estimation above 70).
There is much less evidence on disability at old age. Costa-Font &
Costa-Font (2011): “aggregate optimism bias”: the probability of being disabled at 80 is 48% for others but only 20% for respondents
themselves.
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Our contribution
We provide evidence for Canada with
1 measure for longevity (probability to live to 80) + 2 measures for
LTC (probability dependency + probability needing formal care).
We construct “objective”measures of 3 dimensions and compare them
with subjective measures (whole distribution)
We relate the 3 dimensions
We link them with the demand for LTCI.
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Survey
We ran an online panel survey in late 2016 with 2000 Canadians (Ontario+Québec) aged 50 to 70.
We asked them several questions about their socio-economic characteristics, reasons for having purchased (or not) LTCI as well as their
preferences regarding the type of LTC they would prefer to receive.
We also asked them questions about their subjective assessment of
three di¤erent risks.
The last section of the survey consisted in a stated preferences experiment.
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We then matched respondents with a health microsimulation model
(called COMPAS) devised to estimate personalized lifetime exposure
to the risk of disability, nursing home entry and longevity.
We study the individual determinants of these misperceptions and how
they impact intentions to buy LTCI as well as the actual demand for
LTCI
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Results (i) : Misperceptions
First, misperceptions are quite small on average : 4.5% for longevity
vs 9% for LTC.
Survey respondents are on average optimistic for ADL and for their
survival probability, and pessimistic for their need of a nursing home.
Second, there is a lot more heterogeneity in subjective estimates of risks
than in the objective estimates, with many more people estimating that
they have either a low or a high risk than is the case with COMPAS.
Third, there is little correlation at the individual level between subjective and objective measures of risk, except for survival, suggesting that
survey participants are better informed about their survival probability
than about their LTC risks.
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p̃ADL
pADL
p̃ADL − pADL
p̃N H
pN H
p̃N H − pN H
π̃
π
π̃ − π

mean
47.77
55.80
-8.03
35.41
26.35
9.06
67.73
63.22
4.51

sd
33.65
6.97
33.94
30.16
11.25
32.45
28.68
13.70
28.26

min
0.00
34.00
-72.50
0.00
5.50
-48.75
0.00
6.25
-83.25

p25
15.00
50.75
-38.75
10.00
17.25
-18.75
50.00
54.75
-12.50

p50
50.00
55.50
-7.25
30.00
25.00
6.25
75.00
65.25
8.75

p90
100.00
65.25
39.75
80.00
42.00
55.75
100.00
78.75
35.75

max
100.00
76.75
59.00
100.00
52.25
92.50
100.00
87.50
93.75

Variables with tilda refer to subjective responses while those without refer to objective
risks (from COMPAS).
p25, p50 and p90 refer to the 25, 50, and 90 percentiles respectively.

Table 2: Descriptive Statistics on Subjective, Objective Risks and Misperceptions (in %).

Figure 1: PDF of pADL depending on whether report to know or not their probability of needing help
with ADLs
have slightly larger objective probabilities of needing help with ADLs, as the PDF of pADL for them is
shifted to the right compared to the PDF of those who report a value for their subjective probability
p̃ADL . A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test rejects the assumption that both distributions are identical, at the
99% confidence interval.9 The difference in average values of pADL is small but statistically significant
at the 1% level, with an average value of pADL of 55.8% for those who report a value for p̃ADL , and of
57.5% for those who do not.10 Our first observation is then that agents who report not to know their
LTC risk are slightly riskier (in the sense of having a 2 percentage points larger probability of needing
help with ADLs) than agents who do report. We now concentrate on the 1303 respondents who have
reported some value for p̃ADL (or 65.2% of the original sample).
The distributions of p̃ADL and pADL are statistically different, as well as their means and their
variances. In Figure 2, we report the CDF and histogram of pADL and p̃ADL . We find that many more
9 In the rest of the paper, when we test whether distributions are statistically different, we always perform a KolmogorovSmirnov test at the 99% confidence interval, but we do not mention it again.
10 A variance equivalence test cannot reject the assumption that variances are equal.
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respondents think that their probability of needing help with ADLs is much lower or much larger than
what is predicted by COMPAS. Also, we can see that the subjective CDF is flatter than the predicted
CDF, and that the subjective CDF crosses the objective one only once. The histogram confirms that
there is much more heterogeneity in the subjective risk assessment than in the objective one. This is also
apparent in Table 2, as both the range and the standard deviation of p̃ADL are much larger than those
of pADL . The smaller heterogeneity in the objective risk distribution may be partly explained by the
fact that we use a prediction model which is based on a limited number of variables and thus decreases
the variance of the real distribution. Such a model may then struggle to predict the cases located at the
extremes of the distribution (probabilities close to zero, or to one).11 Also, some responses to the survey
questions were clumped at focal points such as 0, 1/2 and 1, as can be seen from Figure 2.

(a) CDF

(b) Histogram

Figure 2: CDF and Histogram of objective and subjective probabilities of needing help with ADLs
Moving to the distribution of the differences between objective and subjective probabilities, p̃ADL −
pADL , Table 2 indicates that the average misperception is quite small at -8.03% (measured as the average
value of p̃ADL − pADL ). We then obtain that agents are, on average, slightly optimistic, since they
underestimate their probability of needing help with ADLs. We obtain similar values when looking at
11 We

thank a referee for this observation.
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the median misperception. Figure 3 shows that there is a large heterogeneity in misperception across
individuals, with around 60% of the population who under-estimate their ADL risk. The density function
is trimodal, with a first mode of very optimistic individuals (who under-estimate by around 50 percentage
points their value of pADL ), a second mode of (mostly) unbiased individuals, and a third mode of very
pessimistic agents (who over-estimate their risk by around 40 percentage points).12 The correlation
between p̃ADL and pADL at the individual level, is very low (but positive) at 0.062.13

(a) CDF

(b) Histogram

Figure 3: CDF and Histogram of (p̃ADL − pADL )
The conclusion we draw from this section is that, although agents’ misperceptions of pADL are small
on average (less than 10 percentage points), there is a large heterogeneity in the degree of misperception,
and very little relationship between p̃ADL and pADL at the individual level. This reminds us of the
“wisdom of the crowd” effect: the average of guesses as to p̃ADL is close enough to the average value of
pADL , but at the individual level, there is little correlation between p̃ADL and pADL .

3.3

Probability of needing a stay in a nursing home

We denote by pN H the objective (i.e., obtained through COMPAS) probability of staying in a nursing
home at some point in the future, and by p̃N H the subjective probability (i.e. as declared by the subject
in the survey). Since 32% of our sample of 2000 respondents (i.e. 646 respondents) declare not to know
their estimate of p̃N H , we start by comparing the distributions of pN H for those who report a value for
p̃N H and those who do not. Our results are similar to those obtained in the previous section, with the two
distributions being significantly different from each other: the average value of pN H is significantly larger
(at 28.7%) for those who do not report p̃N H than for those who do (at 26.4%), although the difference
between the two is small. Figure 4 below shows that the distribution of pN H of those who do not know
12 This

is related to the distribution of p̃ADL having three modes at 0, 1/2 and 1.
pADL over p̃ADL , we find a statistically significant coefficient estimate equal to 0.013 (p-value= 0.024).

13 Regressing
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(a) CDF

(b) Histogram

Figure 8: CDF and Histogram of π̃ − π
relationship between pADL and π is a priori ambiguous: on the one hand, a bad current health state of
the respondent may mean both a larger probability of LTC and a low survival probability at 85 while, on
the other hand, it is well known that dependency strikes often at old ages, so that agents with a larger
life expectancy (and value of π) may be more at risk of needing LTC during their life. Figure 9 suggests
that the second factor is more important among our survey respondents with a (positive) correlation
coefficient of 0.23 between pADL and π. This is confirmed by the regression line in panel (a) of Figure 9
where the regression coefficient is significant and equal to 0.47 (p-value close to 0).
We now move in panel (b) of Figure 9 to the correlation between the subjective values p̃ADL and
π̃. Here, the correlation between the two is (slightly) negative, at -0.1, and the slope of the regression
line is significant and equal to −0.08 (with a p-value close to 0). This negative correlation suggests that
the first explanation given above for the link between longevity and probability of becoming dependent
(namely that current health status drives both estimates) is more prevalent than the second one when
agents report their estimates.
Finally, we look at the joint distribution of the misperception made in estimating the ADL risk
(p̃ADL − pADL ) and the survival risk (π̃ − π) in panel (c) of Figure 9. We obtain a slightly negative
correlation between the two, at -0.10, meaning that optimism in terms of survival probably goes in
hand with optimism in the ADL dimension. Table 3 tabulates the fraction of respondents in all four
quadrants. Focusing first on each dimension separately, we obtain that a similar proportion of respondents
is optimistic regarding their need for help in ADL (61%), and regarding their longevity (62%). As for the
joint distribution of biases, a plurality (38%) of respondents are optimistic on both dimensions, and only
15% of respondents are pessimistic on both dimensions. This being said, close to half of the respondents
(47%) are optimistic on one dimension and pessimistic on the other. Interestingly, we obtain almost the
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Results (ii) : Cross-correlations
First, we …nd a (slightly) positive correlation between objective measures of LTC and longevity risks consistent with LTC risks increasing
with age, but a (slightly) negative correlation between those two subjective measures, consistent with the hypothesis that the current subjective health status of the respondent drives his/her answers on both
dimensions.
The correlation between misperceptions in the two dimensions (longevity
and LTC) is (slightly) negative, with 38% of respondents being optimistic on both dimensions.
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(a) π and pADL

(b) π̃ and p̃ADL

(c) p̃ADL − pADL and π̃ − π

Figure 9: Relationship between Survival and ADL risks
same proportion of agents in the upper left and bottom right cells of Table 3.

p̃ADL − pADL > 0
p̃ADL − pADL < 0

π̃ − π > 0
24%
38%

π̃ − π < 0
15%
23%

Table 3: Fraction of individuals in each quadrant (Total number of respondents= 1255).

To summarize this subsection, we obtain a (slightly) positive correlation between objective measures
of LTC risk (pADL ) and of longevity (π) consistent with older agents having a higher LTC risk, but a
(slightly) negative correlation between those two subjective measures, consistent with the hypothesis that
the current subjective health status of the respondent drives his/her answers on both dimensions. The
correlation between errors in the two dimensions (namely between p̃ADL − pADL and π̃ − π) is (slightly)
negative, with a plurality of respondents being optimistic on both dimensions, although close to half of
respondents are optimistic on one dimension, and pessimistic on the other.
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Looking then at correlates of misperceptions, we …nd that women and
residents of the province of Québec are more optimistic regarding ADL
and nursing home risk, while more educated respondents are more pessimistic regarding nursing home risk. There is rarely a consistent pattern across all three risks in terms of determinants, which highlights
the importance of looking at all three risks separately. This holds as
well for determinants of the probability of knowing these risks.
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Results (iii): Links with LCI purchases (intentions)
We …nd that misperceptions are signi…cantly and positively correlated
with intentions to buy LTCI, but that these e¤ects cannot explain why
take-up of LTCI is low at the aggregate level, for two reasons.
First, the coe¢ cients are quite small (for instance, a 10 percentage
point increase in misperception of ADL risk increases demand by 0.9
percentage point).
Second, not all misperceptions bias demand downward, with subjects
on average over-estimating their need for nursing home and their longevity.
Correcting misperceptions on the three dimensions simultaneously would
increase LTCI take-up by at most one percentage point.
This is con…rmed in the (much more sophisticated) AEJ paper.
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II : State-Dependent Preferences
Most of (theoretical) litterature represents advent of LTC as a monetary shock, not a¤ecting preferences.
Consequence: higher marginal utility and need to insure against LTC
risk.
But health economics literature has long suggested that preferences
change when dependency strikes.
With ML Leroux (UQAM),1 we focus on the change in preferences as
well as on the change in the composition of the consumption basket
resulting from a change in the health status.
1

“Long Term Care Insurance and State Dependent Preferences”. TSE Working Paper 2019-1061
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The model
We develop a theoretical model where we assume state-dependent preferences and, where we distinguish daily-life consumption from LTC
expenditures (including its health services component).
This model enables us to determine the demand for LTCI and how this
demand is a¤ected by both the state-dependency of preferences and
the variation in the composition of the consumption bundle (between
daily-life consumption and health expenditures).
Main assumption: marginal utility of daily life consumption (traveling,
attending cultural events, going to restaurants, undertaking physical
activities, etc.). decreases when dependent.
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The results
We obtain that agents always buy less than full LTCI, with some agents
preferring not to buy any insurance at all.
Moreover, we obtain that the transfer received from the insurer at
equilibrium covers only a fraction of the LTC expenses. This can be
related to LTCI contracts observed worldwide.
We study how the demand for insurance varies with income. We then
show that, although marginal utilities of consumption (or ex post income) are equalized across states when agents buy insurance, the marginal utilities of ex ante income are not.
This allows us to generate the following testable implications of our
model (who should exhibit higher marginal utility of ex ante income).
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With B. Achou (HEC Montréal), Franca Glenzer (HEC Montréal),
Minjoon Lee (Carleton U) and ML Leroux (UQAM), we currently complement this theoretical approach by an econometrical analysis, based
on an online survey, to assess whether and how preferences di¤er when
dependent. Plus impact of COVID (perceptions) on care type choice
(home care vs nursing homes) and on preferences for the intrdocution
of a social program.
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